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OF

PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

I.—NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS.

BY HUBERT FOSTON.

^PERHAPS philosophers tend to confine themselves too much
to the extremes of being. We are so eager to contribute, if
we can, to the reconcilement of the conflict between unex-
tended mind and matter as extended, that we have little
attention for anything whose special interest lies in its being
perhaps neither properly mental nor purely material. But I
could fancy an epistemologist, habitually immersed in con-
siderations of the mind, and a metaphysician, with some
especial leaning to reflexion on the mysterious nature of the
ding-an-sich, merging their meditations to considerable ad-
vantage in the united contemplation of a growing flower.
The metaphysician might perhaps say at first that here non-
mental being, coming into an organised unity of its own in
itself, showed its independent substantiality in the strongest
form: and yet might presently confess that something in
this focussing of being into an inner unity seemed akin to,
and prophetic of, mind. The epistemologist, while insisting
that our recognition of the plant as living was essentially a
reflexion of our own living consciousness, might yet mark—
with a rather suggestive effect on his views of the possible
substantiality of some environment for mind—the plant's
facing of an environment that seemed real on the same
terms as itself.

Of course the flower, thus contemplated, proves nothing.
But it suggests much. It tellingly reminds us of the am-
biguous relation which mind seems to hold to the order of
things—at once contemplating the varied scale of being as a
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2 HUBERT FOSTON:

mere fact of its own consciousness, as something which can
even be supposed to be everywhere its varying projection and
reflexion of its own nature; and finding on the other hand,
as it ascends the scale, a new significance breaking out\ in
the varying stages—interpreting them as adumbrations orits
own nature, and eventually finding a place for itself as a
crowning fart of the scale!

If, indeed, the graded scale of being be nothing but the
mind's own ordering of its own facts, it seems very remark-
able that it should spontaneously place itself amongst them,
and naturally class itself as part of the wider scheme.

With just this allusion, however, to the broader aspect of
the situation, I wish to introduce a review of some natural
hints, of a more confined—and psychologically more funda-
mental—character, in which it seems to me that mind de-
clares itself as a limited and partial form of being, a form of
being with a beyond. It appears, I confess, to make its de-
claration in terms which it is difficult to get over, and hazard-
ous to disregard.

I.

Springing up, presumably, to meet, some intellectual and
social need, we find in common use the word " reality".
Probably we can none of us trace how it came to have for us
the meaning which it has. In myriad suggestive utterances
of it by those who had themselves grown up into the social
consciousness of its use before us, we have been hearing it
from childhood : and without, perhaps, being able distinctly
to say, in the form of definition, what it means to us, we
are able to make use of it in the confidence that we mean
by it what is generally meant. So when I say that an
object is real, I presume that the word freshly awakens in
me the notion of some peculiar aspect or character of my
consciousness of objects to which the occasions on which I
have heard the word ased have helped to link it in my mind.

Now it is not easy to say what this peculiar consciousness
is, or through what kind of experience our common need of
such a word came to be felt. And in a matter so evasive and
subtle, definition would be attempted at great risk. I think
it safer, without any preliminary definition, which might be
misleading through one-sidedness, and adversely disturb the
mental equilibrium, boldly to experiment directly with the
word itself. In doing this we shall simply assume that the
word probably is an expression of some subconscious mean-
ing, we cannot off-hand say what, and that it is capable, in
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 3

use, of exciting the associated meaning in subconscious-
ness.1

In approaching the oft-repeated attempt to analyse the
meaning of reality with reference to objects, I do not know
that any apology is required for making reference to facts
that may be very familiar, and in not altogether novel con-
nexions. Philosophy must not weary of re-statements, pro-
vided that they are at any rate re-statements.

If, then, we look at an object, and assert to ourselves—
without any clear theory yet of what we mean by the asser-
tion—that "it is real," we shall probably agree that we
excite in ourselves such a provisional attitude to the object as
gets some immediate confirmation in laying hold of it. And
it is a natural inference which has been drawn, .that the
judgment of reality in reference to visual presentations is
based on a revival of the experiences in laying hold. But
then, laying hold involves a complex of experiences; and it
still remains to discover whether the notion of reality
attaches itself to (or identifies itself with) one characteristic
of it rather than another.

A.

Examination of my own experience does not lead me to
exalt the importance of touch. I have looked at an object,
trying to give rein to my uncritical belief in reality, and have
then gently applied my hand. Strange!—the touch-sensa-
tion has come in upon my mind with something like a sur-
prise : it has seemed, so to say, an irrelevance. But let me
take a firm active grasp of the object—the handle of an ewer,
for example—and the situation is quite otherwise. The
judgment I had formed and encouraged in my mind by as-
suring myself of the " reality " of the thing seems to be lost
in immediate confirmation.

But then, the touch-sensation has intensified through the
activity. Is that, in itself, for the purposes of our inquiry, a
critical change ? Another experiment, the circumstances of
which will not, indeed, admit of any throwing of touch-
sensation into the same definite relief of irrelevance, may
still yield a confirming verdict as to touch in an intenser form.

I place my hand in a flat wooden joinery vice, so that I
can increase the intensity of touch-sensation either by the
screw or by voluntary muscular pressure. Now believing

I 1 am not using the word in its deeper and darker sense—only in con-
trast with the upper-level consciousness in which we know clearly what
we are thinking about
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4 HUBERT F08T0N .

the subconscious constituents of the notiou of reality to be
capable of excitement by the sound of that name, into the
social use of which I have been initiated by I know"not what
untraced paths, I endeavour to excite it—for whatever it
is worth—by saying to myself the actual words, " It is real! "
If I do this while attending to the pressure of the tightened
screw, the words do not, so far as I can judge, find any cer-
tain point d'appui in the experience. If, however, I repeat
them under less pressure from the screw, made up for by
active pressure against the wood, the awakened notion seems
with peculiar certainty to ally and identify itself with the
exerted pressure.

The notion, then, which we express by the word would
appear to have grown up out of some experience intimately
related to, or even identified with, active experience, rather
than out of passive touch, whether slighter or intenser.
And if touch be of speci&l importance at all, it must be
through combining with that experience, and so modifying
it as to have helped to produce the essential result.

I do not discern that the experience stands in need, for
this purpose, of any such modificatory assistance. I now find
that I have only to move my forefinger, for example, strenu-
ously up and down, my eyes being closed, to get the charac-
teristic importation into consciousness of the notion of the
existence of a point of reality in the world. If the process
goes on, this point seems to stand out in a certain separated
illumination of reality, while all the remaining contents of
the w^rld I hear about me might have degenerated relatively
into piuintasm. If I do but contract the opposing muscles
without movement, the same result crystallises. I actively
induce a similar rigidity in my whole arm. I find any at-
tempt to conceive the world as " unreal" more massively con-
tradicted in a correspondingly widened area.

I may interpolate the remark that when we find those
properly phenomenal marks of distinction by which we dis-
tinguish percepts from images—as vividness, definite local
relation, freedom from fluctuation—we anticipate such scope
for overt activity as images never afford: and consequently
these marks make a peculiar nascently rousing appeal to our
active nature. It is these marks as thus appealing, not these
marks as they could be contemplatively taken in themselves,
I suspect, that go to account for the characteristic shape in
which we credit percepts with a superior reality as com-
pared against images. Hence the brimmed completeness of
actuality to which the presentative differences, if taken
simpliciter, may be felt hardly to answer.
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NON-PHENOMBNALITT AND OTHERNESS. 5

A weird experience connected with cerebral anaemia, and
conditions of exhaustion, seems to afford this view some con-
firmation. One finds oneself in the state of living painfully,
and as it were insecurely, in a world of half-realities, in which
the conception of subjective idealism seems so hideously true
that the thought of it almost makes one's consciousness reel.
And, however one's sense-experiences may be affected by the
condition,1 the world one lives in does not seem sufficiently
at fault with respect either to visibility or tangibility to
account for its apparent unrealising. It is true that what
dims one's sense-experience—as twilight—may sometimes
help to bring on this effect, given a condition of exhaustion:
but that the state is not then directly due to any affecting of
sense-experiences in themselves seems proved by the fact
that mere dimming of sense-experience, in normal conditions
without active exhaustion, has not the slightest tendency to
induce it. I am disposed to attribute the unrealising simply
to the failure of the active consciousness to respond to sense-
appeals—a failure naturally more marked when the appeals
are obscured and muffled.

B.

Now if these various facts were admitted to have the bearing
which has so far been assigned to them, their interpretation
would yet remain ambiguous with reference to a distinction
which has not been, perhaps, always duly observed. There
is left over what is, to my mind, the most critical question of
all. The notion which we express by the word reality might
have grown up out of some experience more closely con-
nected with activity than touch is, or it may have arisen
directly out of the active experience itself. This is the ex-
tremely subtle question which we shall now have to release
as well as we can from its obscurity and its entanglement.

I say its entanglement. For it is not only naturally a very
difficult question, but it has been placed in unnecessary con-
fusion by the admission into psychology, where unguarded
phrases are capable of working so much disaster, of the
phrase, " sensations of resistance". ,

Now if there is a properly active consciousness involved in
human experience, it surely is aroused markedly in the case

I1 am inclined to think, for one thing, that there is a difficulty, in this
condition, in bringing the eyes to quite the nice focus of normal life.
For there is a tendency for them to slip out of focus in inattention ; and
also when they are brought attentively to bear on objects there remains
a slight effect somewhat as of seeing through glass.
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6 .FUBEBT F08T0N :

of what we call resistance. And when we have spoken of
sensations of resistance, we seem, in that phrase, to have
taken due note of the consciousness as a whole. The very
presence of the word resistance, suggestive as it is of active
impulse, causes the phrase to answer to our consciousness of
activity, and wards off the sense of its having been neglected.
Nor has it. It has been unwittingly betrayed: which is
worse.

Those who do not believe in a sui generis active conscious-
ness will allow that if the denial of it is justified, it ought to
be made without the surreptitious aid—of course unnoted—
of a confused appearance not of denial but of sufficient re-
cognition. But those who hope to see activity recognised as
a distinct and cardinal fact of consciousness—I shall try to
show a little authorisation for such a hope presently—have
not the least obstruction to fear from a curious habit in psy-
chology, of retaining the terms of activity while the treat-
ment as seriously active has faded or failed under their very
sound—and (strangest of all) by actual aid of their own com-
pensatory suggestiveness!

Now to illustrate this paradoxical method of stewing
terms dry in their own juice, in the case of "sensations of
resistance". The impulse-stirring word " resistance " sup-
plies such a saving flavour of active suggestiveness to it, as
to harmonise the phrase more or less with conscious fact.
Then this active suggestiveness is stultified at once in a verbal
identification with sensational consciousness. But how was
it declared to us that our experiences of resistance were just
sensations ? I do not know : any more than I know how we
get dispensation to smooth out a strong antithesis by a con-
tradiction in terms. For surely the profound antithesis in
our experience between quality and activity lies beyond, and
outside the range of, such varieties as we find dividing
between sensible qualities themselves. Surely it remains a
fundamental incomparability, not to be reduced flatly to line
with them by the stroke of one inconsiderately comprehen-
sive word—sensations! We should by this time be suffi-
ciently familiar with the broadened basis that we have won
in psychology, not to assume that every kind of apprehen-
sion is necessarily reducible to the sensational type.

It should be made clear that all this does not involve the
least quarrel with the idea of muscular sensations—though I
must leave it to others to decide the rights or wrongs of the
physiological reference—so long as it is understood that by
muscular sensation we mean no more than a certain order of
experience that is associated with our active experience, but
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NON-PHENOMBNALITY AND OTHERNESS. 7

is itself relatively passive. As sensation it may afford passive
notes or marks of changes that have been completed through
activity—in fact, of now actualised changes. To such tokens
of attained organic state, whether precisely muscular in re-
ference or no, from a physiological point of view, the dis-
tinctive word sensation properly applies. But I do not
think, as I shall presently show, that they do more than con-
tribute a properly sensational constituent to the complex
experience in cases of resistance. And even were we to sup-
pose any more active consciousness entering into resistance
to be as closely dependent on these sensations as, according
to one theory, pleasure and pain are upon presentational con-
ditions, such close dependence would not, in either case,
warrant identification. We should still be no more right in
speaking of sensations of resistance than in losing the fact of
feeling in sensations.

C.

Having now protested against the confusion between
sensational and active consciousness, we are in a position to
raise definitely the question whether the notion of reality
aroused on occasion of our exertion of activity is most likely
to be connected with the sensation named muscular, accom-
panying any properly active consciousness in the case, or
with a pure active consciousness itself. This is a question
which no experiment possible under normal conditions can
decide ; since we cannot isolate the muscular sensation from
any active consciousness there may be. We have to resort
to hypothesis, making as sure as we can that we are dealing
with a vera causa.

I do not see how we can account for the "otherness"
which appears to be an essential element in our notion of
physical reality, through any characteristic that I am aware
of in my own sensations. The real object, as I call it, does
not commend itself to me for real as a part of my experience
—though it be that, too—but emphatically as other than I,
and so real in itself. It seems to us—whatever we may
think'about the seeming, philosophically—to lie ambiguously
within and without experience. I think this is something
that may be best explained through a certain cardinal and
constant characteristic of our active consciousness.

To bring this characteristic evidently to light, let us widen
our basis.

To begin with, I think we require a consciousness of
activity to explain our, notion of an unattained end. An end
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8 HUBERT FOSTON :

is, from a phenomenally contemplative point of view, a fact
already in consciousness—a representation. But not so does
it possess its force and meaning as an end. Nor does its
direct relation to feeling explain why it should possess special
force and meaning just because it can be ambiguously re-
garded as a fact not in present consciousness, but only
wanted in some consciousness not yet given as present. No
characteristic difference between presentative and repre-
sentative experience, between percept and image, no pure
emotional delight or discomfort through the character of the
representation, seem to avail to explain the peculiar projec-
tion outside present experience that gives an end its life as
such. Nor does supposedly passive reference to time explain
it, if, as I suspect, we implicate the very same fact in our
notion of time.

Suppose it to be said that an end owes its peculiar aspect
simply to its being a fact looked upon as involving an inter-
posed process of serial change. Do a number of presenta-
tions ever become to us a process except by our reading
something into them from an active consciousness? How
is the sum of the pheriomena gathered up into the notion of
process, if not by reading one phenomenon as standing in a
continuous transcending relation to another ? And to what
psychical basis other than a consciousness of activity are we
to refer our notion of a continuous transcending? There is
no explanation, I suspect, of either end or process, without
implicating that peculiar expanding self-transcendence of a
given content which is shortly describable as activity; and
psychologically this means that there is no explanation of
our notions of them without reference to our own conscious
activity.

Upon the whole question so far, I conclude that the
transcending of a presented content of experience—the
starting from it to enter into relation with what may at the
moment be ambiguously regarded as at once within ex-
perience and without it—is a characteristic of an active
consciousness. Activity makes a part of conscious experi-
ence itself to consist in what is recognised as relation to the
unexperienced. Perhaps the paradox arises from the fact that
we are trying to express intellectually what is not intellectual
(but active), and not subject to the law of intellectual forms.

D.

We have hitherto been marking how the mind assumes
active relation to %vhat is not in experience, or at least is
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 9

comprised in experience only ambiguously and incompletely
as a represented ulterior end. Our next question, in ap-
proaching consideration of the bearing of this relation upon
the case of resistance, is: have we any reason for supposing
that activity necessarily maintains an implied relation to
some not-in-experience when that not-in-experience is not
even represented ? I think we must say that a relation we
cannoi help interpreting in this way if we are to interpret it
at all, is indefeasibly characteristic of conscious activity in
whatever form or context we find it.

When activity is found in that relation in which it be-
comes attention, it is surely a pressing on after the not-in-
consciousness, so as to actualise it in consciousness. Now it
may be allowed that we keep up our attention to a complex
fact whose details we want to observe, partly by help of con-
tinually offered and corrected imaginative suggestions of
what the details may be proved, through the work of atten-
tion, to be.1 But I believe too much may be made of this,
and the essence of the process of attention consequently
evaded. The essential effort in attention is to get hold of
undisclosed perceptual facts, whose attraction lies in the way
in which, when disclosed, they authoritatively dispose of, or
confirm, the representative suggestions. What we seek by
the activity called attention is unknown perceptual fact in
that decisive aspect in which it differs from our representa-
tions. Essentially, we seek what, in its effective nature, we
never can picture before it comes to be.2 So that activity
aims beyond the given, independently of any possibility of
intellectual representation of its end or goal.

E.

Now the peculiar duality, the " otherness," which is an
element in what we deem the reality of things, seems far
more likely to be explainable by reference to the nature of an
active consciousness which is found maintaining ulterior aim
even when the matter of that aim is quite undefined a priori,
than by any kind of sensation whatever. And it may be
noted in the end that it tends to explain on equal terms, not

' I grant that complication of my case, because I believe it often
holds good. I suspect that there are simple cases of attention, in which
the essentials of the process appear very little complicated by imagina-
tive suggestion : but I have not risked my reasoning by basing it upon
any postulation of them.

'This is most clearly brought out in the case of attention. I t will be
found true, actually but more latently, in regard to the kind of case
considered in C.
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10 HUBERT FOSTON :

simply that otherness of objects from the body, which has
been theoretically derived from feeling-relations, but that
profound otherness in which we reckon the body, as object,
to be other than the perceiving mind or self.

It should be remarked that the conscious activity enter-
ing into what is called resistance is not properly described,
from a psychological point of view, as checked. The serial
course of muscular sensations is checked, of course; but if
what we ultimately recognise as obstacle involved the check-
ing of the psychical activity, pressure would fail at once.
Psychologically, to say that resistance involves checked
activity should mean that the experience of resistance dis-
couraged or prevented exertion, and so far kept activity from
coming into the case at all. As a matter of fact, what we
have in well-developed experience of resistance is activity
fully and energetically maintained.

Now I suggest that this activity still carries with it, from
its very nature, the implicit positing of undefined end or goal
of tendency. But if in the case of pure attention we can see
that the end sought is never given as a represented end, in
this case no end is ever actualised at all. It remains as an
ulterior x, not merely in ambiguous relations to present con-
sciousness, but never positively conscious at all. The ulterior
pole, so to say, of the activity, remains simply implied as the
necessary pole of the activity, neither represented, nor ulti-
mately denned, nor any way known. So that, by our very
constitution, there is inevitably introduced into the case a
" we know not what" which we should hardly venture, with
Locke, to call a " something " at all.

In sum : The constant implication of the presence of active
consciousness seems to be that a given attained or actualised
present consciousness does not constitute a whole complete
in itself. The implication seems to persist where, as in
attention, the implied complement is markedly not repre-
sentable. Its persistence when, as in the consciousness we
name by " resistance," there is no clear what else at all, is
appealed to for explanation of our notion of objects as some-
how retaining positiveness even when regarded in a negative
relation to our consciousness.

It will be observed that I have not said that we assume a
second activity in the thing, opposed to our own. Such a
theory, with which I have no quarrel, presupposes rather than
explains the otherness, which I have been seeking to account
for directly from a consideration of the nature of activity as
we find it in mind. I fear, indeed, that in tr}'ing to write
psychology I have slipped into metaphysics: but my aim
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 1 1

has been to keep as close as might be to my experiential
base.

II.

Let us now turn to quite another side of mental life.
When thought construes experience on a basis of causation

(whicb I have tried in a previous article to exhibit as its
really specific function),1 we supply unperceived links between
points of perceptual experience. When, for example, I drop
a stone into a dark well, and presently hear a splash, or see
a man struck, and his skin redden, I may supply links not
perceived between the two perceived facts. These links,
however, as derived from other and completer chains of pre-
sentative experience, I may regard as having been perhaps2

conditionally perceptible, though not actually perceived—that
is, I supply them as being facts such as might have arisen in
perception under certain conditions favouring actual percep-
tion.

Thus, though the supposed facts were never actually pheno-
mena in perception, I conceive them as somehow phenomenal
in their nature. And yet only ambiguously can I conceive
them so.

Let it be noted that we are, of course, supplying suggested
phenomenal links in the form of images. These constitute
all the properly phenomenal links that we insert or suppose
between the two incidents that were given in perception.

But these imaginative phenomena do not translate the un-
perceived facts, in which we believe as members of the causal
scheme, or links in the causal order, into simple phenomen-
ality for us or for our thought.

For, in the tentative exigencies of thought, the imaginative
suggestion of linking-series frequently has to take indetermin-
ately alternative forms, or even multiple forms ; while yet we
never believe the actual unperceived order of events to have
been anything but one determinate chain. When I see a
machine, once working smoothly, break down, and am left
imaginatively to propose, with practically equal belief, a
variety of series (mutually incompatible) of causal links
between the two states, evidently none of my imaginative
phenomena can be taken as radical equivalents of the supposed
once conditionally perceptible links in the case. And what
other phenomena have I in the matter ? Unless we can

1 See MIND, N.S., vol. xv., No. 60 (October, 1908), "The Constitution
of Thought".

2"Perhaps"—because one may have suggested the wrong links.
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12 HUBERT POSTON :

suppress our thinking function, we seem committed to a belief
in facts that we are never able finally to state to ourselves in
any properly and definitely phenomenal terms whatever.

I have adverted to the fact that we always believe the
actual order of unperceived facts to have been a determinate
chain. And whatever may be the ultimate grounds of this
belief, it gets support from the process of thought. We con-
stantly find that where at first a variety of imaginative
explanations seemed feasible, determinative evidence can
in the end be found to narrow down our belief as to the
actual course of events to one determinate line.

When this has come about, it may be said that our imagi-
native phenomena are reduced to final correspondence with
our belief about the unperceived facts of the case, and become
their sufficient phenomenal representatives. But mark how
it does come about.

Our new evidence consists of what we call "traces" left
by the supposed unperceived course of events. These traces
consist in certain causal issues,1 which its successive links
happened to have aside from, and additionally to, their issues
that led directly on to the second of our two perceptual
experiences. Thus, an automobile that we perceived standing
in one town, and, some hours later, perceived running through
another town, followed one of three possible roads to get

'there, but incidentally left its unmistakable tyre-marks by
the way. We chance to walk back by this same road—or,
to resume our general statement: Perception may subse:

quently strike the lines of these causal side-issues. From the
now perceived phenomena, the manner in which we are to
imagine the nature of the links that were not perceived may
be settled. That is, we determine, on evidence, what pheno-
mena we suppose there would have been for us, had we had
opportunity to perceive them.

The result is that we seem to ourselves to discover, in
the end, the pre-conditions of our second or final percept—
conditions which were quite non-phenomenal for us at the time
when the percept arose. We thus find the natural procedure
of .thought suggesting to us a fundamental conditioning of

1 Known for such through actual perceptual experience in other cases,
arising at other times. We may partly state as follows the kind of situa-
tion we have in view : We perceive initially A, and finally B. We have
often perceived aforetime the succession A-a-b-c-d-e-B, and also the suc-
cessions A-g-h-i-h, and A-x-y-z-B. But we have also often perceived such
successions as a-p, b-q, c-r, d-s, e-t. Presently in this case we find p . . . r,
« . . . and explain the total occurrence as A-a-b-c-d-e-B.

I I I I I
p-q-r-s-t
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 13

our experience by facts not experienced: and positing for
the facts of sense a basis in what never was, and never
became, actually phenomenal.

Thus it comes about, also, that every percept we have is
capable of being taken in a double relation, referred as it were
to two worlds, and counted twice over, as Berkeley complains.
From one point of view we find (1) our own percept—the
element in our closely continuous, and in one sense self-
complete, perceptual history : from another we find (2) just
that part of the wider causal world which we now perceive
—a member of that order of things which only coincides at
points such as this with our actual experience, and which
seems to be replete with events ever going on independently
of our subjective cognisance of them, but needing, at our
peril, to be taken into the account of provident thought.1

These are considerations, I confess, which appear to me to
be forced on us by the very examination of the function of
thought: and I suspect that the philosophic thought which
attempts critically to transcend them must all the time be
proceeding on causal assumptions of exactly the same type
as those which lead to them. But that is a matter which
cannot be fully argued here.

What we observe at present is this: That while activity
seems essentially to posit in object an inaccessible point of
tendency, beyond experience; thought, on different lines,
inevitably supplements bare phenomenal experience with the
postulation of a sphere consisting largely of non-phenomenal
being never coming within experience.

III.

It remains to refer to a non-phenomenal element in ex-
perience; bearing powerfully upon our belief in otherness,
in a way that has no basal connexion, so far as I see, with
the psychical causes already, assigned for such belief. That
profound and most important fact of life called feeling is, I
submit, never given as a phenomenon : and constrains us to
belief in existence beyond, with a force quite unaccountable
so long as we attempt to think of it as a phenomenon.

I am not quite prepared to accept Dr. Ward's position that
we do not know feeling:a since, were I discussing the subject
fully, I should be inclined to contend that the presence of the
words " pleasure " and "pain" in language indicates thatfeel-

1 If they are not, experience is apt to take an unnecessarily disagreeable
line : thus seeming to be a dependent part of the causal system.

1 Ewyrlnptttlia Britnnnim. vol. xx., p. 44, Art. "Psychology ".
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14 HUBERT FOSTON :

ing has some aspect to self-conscious intellect, which we have
to accept even if we cannot trace or explain it; and that our
psychological attitude to feeling only proves the inadequacy of
the conceptions and definitions of knowledge that were formed
when that attitude had not yet been taken, nor its epistemo-
logical bearings realised.

But I certainly cannot assure myself of anything to be
called phenomena either of pleasure or pain.

A.

It is perhaps worth while to pursue the question in some
detail, not confining ourselves to the minimum of statement
absolutely necessary for the purpose of our argument. Per-
haps the argument, indeed, would seem insecurely supported
by any bald and summary statement, in a matter of such
subtle intricacy.

I find, then, that I can steadfastly contemplate some pre-
sentation or phenomenon, and have no question of the fact
of accompanying pleasure. But when I try to observe the
pleasure, I do not seem in the least to know what I am looking
for. So far as I am able to judge, it refuses all such penetra-
tion of its secret as much as if it were not a fact of mind at all.

Moreover, I find the significant doubt unexpectedly sug-
gesting itself, whether the pleasure of the moment has not
ceased to be connected with the sensation, and changed to
a scientific pleasure in the exercise of the capacity for intro-
spection ! I say, a significant doubt—though it be hard to
settle it by fixed observation. For such it appears, when
followed by the reflexion that pleasure is probably, then,
always a fact of the most strictly subjective life. As soon
as we psychologically objectify the experience in which the
pleasure was given—as we must, to scrutinise it—it seems as if
the pleasure had been given in it only while the experience
was merely subjective: and shifts to the new subjective ex-
perience of introspecting. And if one could satisfactorily
objectify even that, and watch one's very psychologising, one
suspects that the feeling (in one sense so evasive, and in
another and less sophisticated sense not in the least evasive,
but the fact of whose nature we are most directly and un-
equivocally aware) would simply glide back into the sub-
jective region again!

And I find no phenomena of pain.
At first blush, we appear to have no difficulty—nay, much

less than we should choose—in observing pain. But it is
wonderful how, so long as we can support and direct upon
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 15

the observable elements of our experience that degree of
attention which makes the various procedure in an afflicted
part of the body stand out for the moment with map-like
distinctness, experiences of a kind that we seem to have been
taking for the very pain itself can be picked out—and the pain
is not just there ! It is natural enough that attention should
fix on the definite sensations attending our distress: and
probably it is useful for therapeutic purposes that we should
normally be thinking of these phenomenal aspects of the
whole woeful state when we speak of our "pains ". That
we should mistake them for very pain itself has no immediate
ill-consequence in the way of practical danger—the evil comes
in when we let this mistake direct our theory.

Where intense sensation and much pain are together, as
in the crisis of a protracted dental operation, without anaes-
thetic, one may not find it possible to distinguish off sensa-
tion, psychologically mastered and marked, from pain as an
indefinite residuum. But the closest attention that I have
succeeded in giving to my own sensations under such circum-
stances, while presumably bringing the phenomena of the case
into enhanced impressiveness, seems to have the effect of re-
ducing the consciousness of pain.

When, in a throbbing, painful gum, I have attended to the
throbbing as it were in abstract analysis, the throbbing has
been in a degree pleasure-attended. The accompanying sense
as of pressure over a small area, if not pleasure-attended in
quite the same simple way, must probably, as a phenomenon
of which I am for the moment an interested observer, be
reckoned as so far pleasurable. Yet it seems to be a pro-
minent constituent of a complex of sensations that would
probably, when not under discriminating attention, fuse to-
gether in what would be called an ache.

This last phenomenon is probably nearly allied to that
degree of sensation which we sometimes do not call directly
"painful," but rather "inconveniencing," and which is dis-
agreeable as impeding our pursuit of the interests of life. On
exposing, say, a cheek of neuralgic tendency to a cold wind,
such experience deepens on into what we should directly call
painfulness : but even then, with close observation, one seems
able to mark off what one took at first for the very " pain"
as so much intensity of sensation, leaving yet in the back-
ground a strange evasive somewhat—as it were a dolorousness
discouraging life (how else shall I put it ?), haunting us, but
inaccessible to observation. •

Beturning to the psychological Eldorado of my unfortunate
gum, I find, besides, distinguishable keener experience, which
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16 HUBERT FOSTON :

I cannot by any effort dissociate from pain. I notice that
this kind of experience (in this case appealing to the imagina-
tion with a strong and intimate, if indefinite, suggestion of
lesion) i somehow hints a threatful interference with normal
conditions—curiously unoonfined in its threatfulness. And,
so far as I can judge, this aspect is regularly present when
our sensations have that simple, and as it were inherent,
" painfulness " that prevents our marking them off as so much
distress-attended phenomenon. I find from notes made im-
mediately after suffering what was probably the worst stage
of a sharp attack of serious illness, that a sense of apprehen-
sion, bound up in curious intimacy with the consciousness of
one's bodily frame, accompanied by a present crushing and
bringing to nothing of one's vitality, seemed to flash up as the
essence of the matter.

When I have observed all I can, it appears to me that there
remains a terrible region of mysterious threat to my living
being, that I cannot prevail upon myself to face attentively.
I confess, though it may sound rather unscientific, that I am
disposed to believe that reflexion on this unconfinedly threat-
ful characteristic points us about as straight towards the
unobservable, and of course unthinkable, heart of the matter
as we can turn. But when that aspect develops, I simply
lose the attitude of an observer of phenomena. I find myself
shocked into becoming a living being, with living interests
that make all speech of " phenomenon "—of bare, impene-
trable appearance—utterly inapplicable.

Upon the whole, so far as I succeed in approaching a painful
state in an observing phenomenalist spirit, the impression of
pain, I think, recedes from it altogether. But on the other
hand, so far as the pain seriously persists, I do not think I
can take up a phenomenalist attitude to it at all.

B.

Generally speaking, feeling is from the standpoint of ob-
servation made out to be something less than phenomenon:
it is in truth incomparably more than phenomenon. Pleasure
and pain are never to be picked out from amongst the ele-
ments resulting from an analysis of the contents of life: but
they rather exist to bring meaning to bear upon them. And
agony or delight that is verily ours sweeps us, in the very
fact of its existing, out of our region of non-committal con-
templativeness, in which we talk of "phenomena," into one
in which we have to take deep breaths of a totally different
atmosphere. Nor is it that feeling is phenomenal and some-
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 17

thing more: for the more-than-phenomenal, the hyper-
phenomenality, is just the element that feeling contributes to
our complex experience. And consequently, to treat feeling
in the same temper in which we treat phenomena amounts
to pseudo-science. If there is to be any science in the matter
—and I think there is—it must be science with a temper
changed from that in which it appears in physics, or even
the psychology of the intellect. The effort of psychology to
be scientific is apt to take the form, if I mistake not, of
assimilating itself to other sciences on which it is really a
material advance. But science must intensify its tone, or
falsify its matter, when it comes here. For otherwise it is
doubtful whether we can truly be said to have feeling under
consideration at all.

My remarks, then, upon the nature of feeling amount, in
the present connexion, to a plea for the inner humanising
of science when it touches the inner secret of human life.
A science of feeling that is not imbued with feeling is worse
than useless—it is misleading.

Of its witheringly dangerous tendency practically, I will
not say more than to observe that if I could utterly commit
myself to regarding human feeling in the light of some kind
of pure phenomenal being, I should, for what I. can see, have
become utterly brutal at heart. My business now must be
to call attention to one remarkable theoretical effect of the
emasculated treatment of feeling—that it drops out of view
the peculiar character of the power with which feeling forces
upon us the belief in existence beyond ourselves and outside
our own experience—now in the form of belief in the actual
existence of other " subjects ".

C.

For it is when, getting away from the contractions which
attend thought about phenomenal being—at once fallacious
and paralysing as applied here—we allow ourselves to dwell
upon human life as a life of feeling, that we touch a ground
of irresistible strength in our belief in the real existence of
men, plurally, and not merely of some single subject such as
we each call "myself".

We surely find, for example, in keenly appreciating what
it must mean for a man to be hurt that it grows impossible to
dream of chancing his subjective non-existence. Psychology,
indeed, shows his subjective existence to be, from an intel-
lectual point of view, a quite unverifiable postulate. And if
we regarded one another as so many systems of (analogically

2
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18 HUBEBT FOSTON :

not improbable, but unobserved) phenomena, we might be
argued into laying more practical stress on the problematical
character, from the point of view of each of us, of one another's
existence. But our feeling for others, and essentially for
others as feeling, turns all this into mere trifling. It is, at
least in part, through the hyper-phenomenal interest of our
relation as feeling beings that the vital energy of our belief
in one another—of our belief, that is, in existence outside our
own experience, in the form of other subjects—is maintained.

It must be observed that this is not by any means a mere
case of feeling influencing belief by chancing to ally itself
with some representative phenomena rather than others, as
it so often does. It must be completely distinguished from
these cases, with their common demand for logical rectifica-
tion. It has to be realised that the case now before us is
one in which our whole poignant consciousness of what
feeling is, is concerned: and that it is here pressing upon us,
with the entire weight of its essential being, a sense of the
unspeakable risk at which our belief in other feeling-con-
sciousness than our own would be surrendered. Against
this there is, of course, such logical shadow of risk as must,
on the other hand, attend acceptance of our instinctive in-
ference of the actual presence of feeling answering to our own
in others. But this relatively unimpressive risk is by nature
quite incommensurable with the former, and can hardly be
felt beside it as more than the mere phantasy of a risk.

Hence we may perceive the importance of dropping inade-
quate quasi-phenomenal notions of feeling, and entering into
its hyper-phenomenal character, if we would set ourselves
free to realise for theoretical purposes the singular specific
energy which our belief in otherness here naturally acquires.
If we will do this, we may see that we shall try in vain com-
pletely to treat and.test the conviction by such methods as
are applicable to beliefs that refer simply to supposed con-
ditionally perceptible or phenomenal facts. The real life of
the conviction, as hidden in the very nature of feeling, can
never be exhibited in any logically prepared version of its
grounds which we can subject to the ordinary methods of
logical criticism. The very quick of our belief in otherness
will always remain here inaccessible to probing examination.
Ever necessarily stronger in its nature (we cannot tell by
just how much) than any grounds of it which we can logi-
cally approve or dispose of, the conviction will abide behind
all, when the last has been said, practically unalterable from
its primitive function as an instinctive, uncritical belief.

And indeed, when we do attempt to weigh the belief
philosophically, why should our philosophy neglect the signifi-
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NON-PHENOMENALITY AND OTHERNESS. 19

cance of the undeniable existence of feeling amongst the
totality of facts ?

It may not be possible to read in the facts now considered
any assurances sufficiently positive to satisfy our latent
philosophic ambitions of objective certainty. But one result
of such an attempt to trace our belief in otherness to its ulti-
mate natural sources may be an impression of the philo-
sophical hazard involved in theoretically overruling, or dis-
counting, impulses so integrant to mental procedure as these.

From a practical point Of view, the hazard is evident
enough. To dismiss the belief in otherness, if we could,
would be to destroy the existing basis of our social life and
existence. And if it be said that philosophy has nothing to
do with such practical considerations, the hazard is perhaps
quite as great, in its way, theoretically. Mental impulses
organically bound up in the structure of knowledge as we
have it, cannot be theoretically set aside without by implica-
tion transforming mind into a "something, we know not
what," with a vengeance—or possibly rather into a nothing,
that could not consistently be. When we treat mind empiri-
cally, we surely know that we are dealing with something
at least sufficiently self-consistent to exist and to know :
whether the theoretical residual mind on whose supposed
dicta we might seek to base a purified philosophical belief,
by excluding the tendencies leading to those natural mental
verdicts we have considered, would be so self-consistent, and
whether, if we could see what it was, it would look like a
reasonable basis for a philosophy, or for anything else but a
game with somewhat arbitrary rules of its own, is another
matter. .

For my part, I am better prepared to transcend myself, so
as to believe in otherness, on the lines I find given in my
mind, and cannot dissolve out of, or exclude from, mental
function, than to attempt to transcend myself by theoretically
changing the nature of mental function as I can neither actually
change it, nor consistently conceive it changed. And it is
not surely, after all, from a pure subjective point of view that
objectivity is ever brought in question, but from some prob-
lematical point of view that never can (at least for us as we
now are) become subjective

In these matters, indeed, one cannot ask for scientific
verification: but one's position seems only rendered doubly
precarious by trying critically to rearrange the data in some
other form than that in which they appear to be continually
given in mental processes, and in mental habitudes that lie
deeper than any refinements of theory.
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